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Issue 1 – Distribution of Growth

Q1. How did the Councils determine the level of growth between the administrative 

areas of Chiltern and South Bucks? Does the level of growth proposed in each area 

reflect the housing need for both authorities?

1.1 When the decision was made to produce a joint Local Plan, the evidence base findings 

were applied to the whole plan area  as set out in CSB’s responses to Matter 2 .   The level 

of growth reflects need for both areas as the Plan’s LHN of 15,260 minus the 5,725 homes 

being exported to Aylesbury Vale leaves a requirement of 9,535 homes to be 

accommodated in the CSB Plan area.   As noted in response to questions on the spatial 

strategy, there is little difference between the principal settlements on sustainability 

grounds.   

1.2 As explained  through the   responses to Matter 2, there is a need for a balance between 

housing and employment related development to be maintained.   The split of housing 

development, calculated in the settlement capacity study [CSBLP58] is:

 Chiltern District = 5,338 dwellings

 South Bucks District = 5,564 dwellings

1.3 In percentage terms this is 49% for Chiltern District and 51% South Bucks – an almost even 

split between the two plan areas.   The high proportions of land constraints across both 

districts were a consideration, as set out in response to Question 2 below. 

Q2. Paragraphs 8.9-8.10 of the Councils response to the Inspectors’ Initial Questions 

states that in exploring options for growth, the Councils focussed on:

• A more efficient use of land;

• Extensions to principal settlements; and

• Green Belt release close to train stations.

How has the distribution of housing and economic development proposed in the 

Plan responded to these development options?

2.1 Each bullet point is answered in turn.

 A more efficient use of land:    As mentioned in response to other questions, all of 

the sites were assessed through the HELAA and SA processes.  These demonstrate d  

how much of the development needs up to 2036 could be accommodated within 

urban areas without the need to consider Green Belt locations, and  confirmed  that 

CSB districts do not have a significant amount of underutilised or developable 

land .   With a significant  majority of both districts  falling within  the Green Belt, 

development has  typically  been in the form of infilling, redevelopment and back 

land development.  Therefore, whilst the Local Plan seeks to maximise the efficient 

use of land, in many respects  the  opportunities for large-scale redevelopment or  
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intensification of land uses have already occurred.   As available existing urban 

capacity was very limited .  To maximise the potential  across the existing built up 

areas, some of the existing restrictive policies within the currently adopted Local 

Plans (Established Residential Area of Special Character Chiltern Local Plan: H4, 

Residential Area of Exceptional Character South Bucks Local Plan: H10  CSBLP5 

Submission Policies Map )  have been removed .  The Local Plan will enable, (subject 

to normal design considerations and compliance with all applicable policies), the 

potential for more intensive development to take place, therefore making more 

effective use of land.  Additionally, the Councils have reviewed the usage of many 

of the town centre car parks and , where appropriate,  some of these have been 

allocated for development e.g. Star Yard Car Park/  Darvell’s  Bakery, Chesham and 

Burkes Road/ Gregories  Road, Beaconsfield.  As such, whilst maintaining car parking 

provision on these sites, it should be possible to encourage development and 

intensify the use of the open car parking areas.   

 Extensions to principal settlements : The identified Green Belt sites at Policy SP 

BP2 – Chesham; SP BP3 -  Holmer  Green; Policy SP BP4 - Amersham Old Town - 

London Road West; Policy SP BP5 - Amersham Old Town - South East of  Whielden  

Street; Policy SP BP6 - Little Chalfont; Policy SP BP7 -  Chalfont St Peter - North East;  

Policy SP BP8 - Chalfont St Peter - South East ;  and Policy SP BP9 – Beaconsfield  are 

all extensions to the principal settlements.  

 Green Belt release close to rail stations :   The  sites at SP BP11 North of  Iver  Station, 

SP BP12 East of Ridgeway Business Park and SP BP14 Land Adjacent to  Taplow  

Station  are all adjacent to rail stations .   Therefore, it is considered that the 

distribution of housing and economic growth has responded to the options for 

growth.

Q3. Does the Plan adequately set out an overall strategy for the pattern, scale and 

quality of development as required by paragraph 20 of the Framework? Is this 

sufficiently clear to decision-makers, developers and local communities?

3.1 See Question 6 of CSB’s response to Inspector’s Initial Questions [EXAM2].

Q4. Does the Plan identify the Principal Settlements where the Councils have sought 

to focus development?

4.1 See Question 7 of CSB’s response to Inspector’s Initial Questions [EXAM2].
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Q5. How did the Councils decide on the scale and level of growth attributed to the 

towns and villages in the Plan? For example, why do the allocations in the Plan 

propose significantly more new dwellings in Beaconsfield than Amersham? What 

was the process and what alternative strategies were considered?

5.1 The scale of development allocated to the towns and villages within the plan area is 

related to the level of protection applied to the surrounding countryside.   As CSB 

indicated through responses to the Initial Questions  [ EXAM2 ] ,  the whole of our Plan area 

is covered by the Green Belt - with only the main towns and larger villages excluded from 

the designation.  Generally, the Green Belt boundaries closely follow the edges of these 

built-up areas giving no scope for additional development on the edge of an existing 

settlement without amendments to the boundaries.  This means that any significant new 

development will be likely to a) require Green Belt release, or b) to be accommodated 

outside of the districts.   

5.2 Part 2 of CSB’s Green Belt Assessment  [ CSBLP15.3 ]  indicated areas of the existing Green 

Belt which performed less well in terms of the five Green Belt purposes, as defined in NPPF 

paragraph 134.   As such, the development potential of those lower performing Green 

Belt areas was considered and some of these areas were allocated as potential 

development sites to be removed from the Green Belt.  

5.3 It is also significant that the majority – 72% – of Chiltern district falls within the Chilterns 

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). Government advice (NPPF para graph  172) 

states that development within such areas should be limited and that major development 

should be avoided.  Beaconsfield lies outside of the AONB and the Green Belt work 

identified an area of land that performs less well against the five purposes of Green Belt, 

thus giving the potential for a development site which would prove less harmful to the 

overall functioning and role of the Green Belt, while also avoiding major development in 

the AONB.   

5.4 For Amersham, the Green Belt  A ssessment only identified smaller sites which performed 

‘less well’ against the purposes of Green Belt.  These are not considered to form major 

development in the AONB. The overall site selection process was influenced in part by the 

Green Belt assessment work and the need to avoid major development in the AONB.   The 

allocated scale of development therefore differs between different towns and villages 

within the plan area ,  but on sustainability grounds there is little to choose between the 

districts’ principal  settlements.  The environmental and spatial strategies are therefore 

entirely compatible. 
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Q6. What is the justification for the scale of development proposed on individual 

sites at Beaconsfield and Chesham? Why does the Plan seek to allocate large, single 

allocations, rather than several smaller sites in and around the towns?

6.1 As set out in response to Question 5 above, the site selection process was influenced by 

the Green Belt  A ssessment work and the need to avoid major development in the AONB. 

Potential development sites within the towns are limited and it would not be possible to 

allocate the quantum of development required within the existing built up areas to fulfil 

as much of CSB’s objectively assessed development needs as possible.  

6.2 Working with the Green Belt evidence, this identified specific areas of lower performing 

Green Belt.  Such areas were not scattered around the main towns but in specific locations. 

Therefore, in terms of the evidence it is appropriate to allocate these identified locations. 

Development on a larger scale in one location enables the development site to provide 

infrastructure related to that site whereas scattered sites on a smaller scale will make this 

direct infrastructure provision less achievable.

Q7. Is the spatial strategy and distribution of development consistent with 

paragraph 103 of the Framework which states that the planning system should 

actively manage patterns of growth and focus significant development in locations 

which are, or can be made sustainable?

7.1 Yes, this is consistent with NPPF paragraph 103, as CSB has set out in response to 

Question 7 of the Initial Questions [EXAM2].

Q8. What role have the Councils played in the spatial distribution of development in 

the emerging Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan? Are specific sites identified in the Vale 

of Aylesbury Local Plan to meet the unmet needs from Chiltern and South Bucks, 

and if so, are they located in areas close to where the need arises?

8.1 The Duty to Cooperate Memorandum of Understanding ( MoU ) between Aylesbury Vale 

District Council (AVDC), and CSB in relation to the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan 

[ CSBLP12.4 ] sets out the positions taken on strategic issues in relation to the  d uty to 

 c ooperate on the Vale of Aylesbury Local Plan (VALP) and identifies areas of agreement 

and outcomes resulting from that co-operation.  

8.2  Through the Buck inghamshire  Planning Group (BPG), cooperation took place both on a 

bilateral basis and with the other Buckinghamshire pla nning authorities and the 

Buckinghamshire  Thames Valley Local Enterprise Partnership (BTVLEP) on strategic issues 

relating to the preparation of the new Local Plans.   

8.3  AVDC and CSB worked together on a range of issues including; preparation of joint 

evidence and coordinated approaches on other evidence; consideration of development  
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capacity within Chiltern and South Bucks to determine the level of unmet need to be 

requested from Aylesbury Vale.

8.4 AVDC and CSB liaised on the Green Belt Part 2 work.   T he  draft VALP  consultation in 

summer 2016 consulted on a possible site for release from the Green Belt at Wendover to 

help meet housing and employment land needs including unmet need from CDC/SBDC. 

However, following the consultation AVDC reviewed the need for the release of land from 

the Green Belt and determined that there was no longer justification for the release of the 

land at Wendover or for the exclusion of RAF  Halton , near Wendover from the Green Belt, 

due to its expected closure in 2022.   AVDC then considered the suitability of RAF  Halton  

as a redevelopment site for 1,000 houses to help meet housing and employment land 

needs (including unmet need from CDC/SBDC.)  

8.5  As set out in the January 2018  MoU , there is agreement that brownfield land within the 

Green Belt at RAF  Halton   should  be redeveloped as housing together with supporting 

facilities to help meet housing and employment land needs including unmet need from 

the CSB plan area.  Around 57% of the growth in AVDC is focused on Aylesbury with almost 

20% of the remainder being allocated at or near the other four strategic settlements in 

the District – namely Buckingham, Haddenham, Winslow and Wendover. 

8.6 It is recogni s ed that because of Aylesbury’s close proximity to Chiltern and South Bucks 

districts, and the strong links and connections that exist to towns and villages within the 

districts that the allocations around Aylesbury would also contribute towards meeting 

need in CSB.  

8.7 The principal town of Aylesbury itself is in the south of the Aylesbury Vale Council area, in 

close proximity to Aylesbury Vale district’s boundaries with CSB, Wycombe and  Dacorum . 

Therefore, such housing will be located in an area close to where the need arises.   

8.8 Aylesbury town centre is approximately 4.5 miles from Wendover in the far south of 

Aylesbury district.  Wendover itself is very close to the boundary of Chiltern District, and is 

just 4 miles from Great Missenden.  It is also well connected to Chesham, approximately 

8.5 miles away, via the A413 and B485 and by buses, to Amersham via the A413 (10 miles) 

and by buses and trains; and to Beaconsfield, which is about 14 miles to the south, by 

buses and the A413 and A355.  Meanwhile,  Haddenham  is approximately 10 miles from  

Prestwood  and 11 miles from Great Missenden.   Haddenham  & Thame Parkway station 

offers regular rail services into London.  

8.9 In addition, Chiltern Railways operate direct rail services between Aylesbury and the towns 

of Denham, Amersham and Beaconsfield.  Various bus services also run direct from  
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Chesham and Amersham to Aylesbury, and from Beaconsfield and Denham to Aylesbury 

via High Wycombe.   

Q9. Under the heading ‘Strategic Context’, section 3.6 of the Plan refers to strategic 

plans and projects which may affect the plan area. Amongst others this includes the 

Oxford-Cambridge Arc, proposals for a third runway at Heathrow and the Western 

Rail Link. How have these projects been taken into account as part of the Plan’s 

preparation?

9.1 All three projects are Government-led initiatives which lack clear detail and firm 

commitments, timetabling and financing at this stage. Beyond acknowledging their 

existence in the Local Plan, as per  s ection 3.6, there is little more that can be done at this 

point in time. 

 The Oxford-Cambridge Arc  is a notional arc of agricultural and urban land at about 

75km radius of London.  It is a growth corridor between the two historic university cities 

of Oxford and Cambridge, via Milton Keynes and other important settlements in  

Cambridgeshire , Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and  Oxfordshire , at the northern rim 

of the London commuter belt. The aim of the initiative is to promote and accelerate 

the development of the unique set of educational, research and business assets and 

activities that  characterise  the area and in doing so, create an “arc” of innovation and 

entrepreneurial activity that would, in time, be ‘best in the field'.  Government’s 

intention is to  see up to one million homes delivered across the corridor. No firm 

proposals have yet been implemented and there is no form of cross-boundary spatial 

plan in place, however Chiltern and South Bucks are 2 of 21 district council areas where 

the proposals will have some influence.   Given the current lack of timescales for the 

proposals coming to fruition – or, indeed, details as to exactly how, where and when 

development along the corridor will take place, no formal site allocations are made for 

housing or employment uses at this moment.  As such, beyond giving 

acknowledgement of the existence of the initiative,  CSB’s Plan cannot realistically 

include much more about the Oxford/Cambridge arc at this stage.

 Heathrow Airport  lies within the London B orough of Hillingdon, and while much of 

the housing growth associated with the expansion and construction of the third runway 

will take place in southern parts of Hillingdon and its neighbouring borough of 

Hounslow, there is the potential for increased road-borne vehicular movements to 

affect traffic congestion levels in South Bucks. Again due to the need for various 

Development Consent Orders to be granted, and the need for Government to use 

compulsory purchase mechanisms to obtain the freeholds of numerous properties 

within the villages (as far as CSB understand) which have been earmarked for 

demolition under the proposals, therefore enabling site clearance and construction to 

take place, there is neither a clear timeframe for the implementation or the completion 
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of works at Heathrow.  CSB’s Plan can only ‘acknowledge’ the  existence of the  

Heathrow 3rd runway project at this point.  

 Crossrail  (Elizabeth Line)  is another key project of significance. While those living 

closest to the stations will benefit from improved transport links, it should be noted 

that  Iver  and  Taplow  are the only stations in the Plan area with direct access to  Crossrail  

services to Heathrow and Central London in the east and to Reading in the west. 

Although the Mayor of London’s PTAL methodology is not used outside of London to 

calculate public transport accessibility, any benefits from  Crossrail  services will be 

retained within these areas of South Bucks and, for example, the new services will not 

address matters of intra-borough connectivity. The greater connectivity which  Iver  and 

Tap low   will benefit from  once  Crossrail  services begin is a factor contributing towards 

the arguments for the release of land around the stations, alongside the poor 

performance of these sites in respect of the five Green Belt purposes. 

 The Western Rail Link  will briefly straddle CSB’s boundary with Slough Borough 

Council in the far south west of South Bucks district via an underground tunnel.  If and 

when the project takes place the rail services will not actually stop in South Bucks, as 

the proposed route would leave the Great Western Mainline at a point between Langley 

and  Iver , to descend underneath the main railway line into a cutting before entering a 

5km tunnel.   The tunnel would pass under  Richings  Park and Colnbrook and merge 

with existing rail lines underground at Heathrow Terminal 5. There may be impacts from 

additional construction traffic passing through parts of South Bucks, and such impacts 

would need to be monitored.  This proposal, like the others, is being led by central 

Government, (in this case the Department for Transport) and again has no fixed 

implementation or completion dates.   Beyond offering an acknowledgement of the 

concept from Network Rail and  DfT , (as  set out  in  s ection   3.6), there is not much more 

information for the CSB Plan to include at this stage. 

Q10. Is the spatial strategy justified? Does it represent an appropriate strategy when 

considered against the reasonable alternatives available?

10.1 The spatial strategy is justified and appropriate, as CSB have set out in response to 

Question 7 and 27 of the Initial Questions  [EXAM2]  and the response to Matter 1 I ssue 

2 .   The strategy locates the majority of growth at the principal settlements which is 

sustainable, and is also the least damaging in terms of the AONB and Green Belt.   The 

only alternatives to this would be to disperse more of the growth outside of the district, 

which would not be ‘reasonable’ as neighbouring districts are similarly constrained and in 

different housing market areas, or simply building less within the district, meaning the 

strategy would not be appropriate.   The reasons why such options were ruled out are set 

out in section 5.3 of the Sustainability Appraisal [CSBLP7].
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10.2 The  core element of the spatial strategy is, as far as possible, to locate new homes and jobs 

in settlements which offer good access to the key public transport corridor, ensuring that 

residents have the best access to public transport and therefore also provide residents 

with good access to a wide range of jobs, services and facilities both within and outside 

the districts, in line with the NPPF’s emphasis on encouraging sustainable economic 

growth (paragraph 81).  

10.3 The approaches, decisions and distribution of development has to be viewed entirely in 

a local context, paying particular reference to the limited availability of brownfield sites 

and the Green Belt and AONB constraints in the districts.  For these reasons the  s patial 

 s trategy involves some needs being met in other Council areas under the  d uty to 

cooperate, and limited Green Belt release of 2.7% of presently designated Green Belt.  

Issue 2 – Location of New Development

Q1. Is it clear to decision-makers, developers and local communities where new 

housing and economic development will be permitted? Is the Plan effective in this 

regard?

1.1  The Plan sets out a clear framework for ensuring that new development both  conserves  

the environment and promotes sustainable economic growth. 

1.2 These key themes, which are derived from the Chiltern and South Bucks Business Plan 

2019/20, are outlined in the ‘Sustainabl e Places’ chapter of the Plan [p aragraph 3.1.2] and 

further articulated and given spatial exp ression in the spatial v ision [se ction 3.4] and 

strategic objectives [section 3.5] sections of the Plan.  

1.3 In line with requirements of the Framework [ p ara 23], the Plan includes a Key Diagram 

which identifies the broad location and extent of settlements and the adjoining areas of 

land allocated for housing and employment development, that are proposed to be 

removed from the Green Belt.

1.4 It is clear from the Key Diagram that all the land that is not within a settlement, or within 

an allocated site, lies in the Green Belt. In addition, the Key Diagram indicates that much 

of the northern half of the Plan area also lies within the Chilterns Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty (AONB).  

1.5 The adopted Policies Map will set out the detailed boundaries for all settlements that are 

inset within the Green Belt and the detailed boundary of the AONB.

1.6 For land within the Green Belt, the policies set in the ‘Protected Places’ chapter apply and 

are the starting point for consideration of development proposals. The Protected Places  
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policies accord with the Framework and include a presumption against inappropriate 

development, unless very special circumstances exist [SP PP1]. 

1.7 Those parts of the Green Belt that lie within the AONB are also subject to Policy DM NP1, 

which amongst other things, also in accordance with the Framework, sets out a 

presumption against major development unless  it can be demonstrated that  there are 

exceptional circumstances and the development is in the public interest.    T hus for areas 

within the Green Belt, and in some cases also within the AONB, there is a restrictive 

overarching policy framework, which limits the scope for additional housing and economic 

development.    In contrast, for land within inset settlements, the Plan provides a strong 

policy framework which supports and encourages housing and economic growth, where 

it is appropriate.   

1.8 Central to this approach is Policy SP SP1 which confirms that there is a presumption in 

favour of sustainable development.  This strategic policy is supported by more detailed 

policies on design, which amongst other things, seek to encourage the efficient use of land 

(Policy DM DP7), and policies in the Living Places, Enterprising Places and Building Places 

chapters which encourage the provision of new housing and employment development 

and identify sites/areas where housing and employment development will be supported 

or protected [DM EP3].

Q2. How would a decision-maker react to a proposal for new housing or economic 

development within a settlement inset from the Green Belt?

2.1 The Plan sets out a positive framework for new housing and economic development within 

settlements inset from the Green Belt. As the reasoned justification for the overarching 

strategic policy SP SP1 makes clear, the Plan policies seek to support the vision of Chiltern 

and South Bucks as a growing and developing area. 

2.2 The thrust of Policy SP SP1 reflects this objective in confirming that the Council s  will take 

a positive approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development 

set out in the Framework and work with applicants to help secure development that 

improves the economic, social and environmental conditions in the area. 

2.3 The policies set out in the ‘Designing Places’ chapter provide the core development 

management principles that are applicable to all development proposals. These policies 

include measures to encourage good design, protect assets of acknowledged importance 

and encourage the efficient use of land.  Further policies in relation to transport and open 

space considerations are set out in later chapters of the Plan. 

2.4 Alongside the policies in the ‘Designing Places’ chapter, the ‘Living Places’ and 

‘Enterprising Places’ chapters set out more detailed policy requirements for housing and  
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economic development respectively. These chapters also identify where land has been 

allocated for additional housing [ Policy  SP LP1] and economic  floorspace  [ Policy  SP EP4]. 

In addition, there are policies which identify Strategic and Key Economic Sites [DM EP3 

and DM EP4] where new economic development will be encouraged and non-economic 

development resisted. Furthermore, Policy SP EP1 identifies a hierarchy of town, district 

and local centres, where town centre uses of appropriate scale and type will be supported.

Q3. Does the Plan seek to take the same, or a different approach, to new 

development within towns and villages inset from the Green Belt? For example, 

would a decision-maker consider the principle of development differently if it was 

located in Beaconsfield, as opposed to Botley and Ley Hill?

3.1 The Plan’s policies provide a positive framework for new development in all towns and 

villages that are inset from the Green Belt.    However, there is also recognition in the 

policies that the form and scale of development proposed in settlements must also reflect 

their distinctive scale, character and appearance. 

3.2 Design  P olicy DM DP1  sets out a positive framework for ensuring the delivery of well- 

designed buildings and places.  Policy DM DP7 which encourages the efficient land, also 

requires that development must be of an appropriate scale and design.    In particular, that  

“ … Development proposals must make best use of site capacity, in a manner compatible with 

the site itself and the surrounding area by addressing the following criteria:

(a) building density; 

(b) building scale, including heights and massing; and

(c) the transition between the new buildings and existing development/countryside”

3.3 In addition to these important development management policies which are relevant to 

all forms of housing and economic development, the Plan includes specific policies setting 

out a framework for supporting the role of town, district and local centres which define 

the settlement pattern of the Plan area.

3.4 Policy SP EP1 Enterprising – Retail Hierarchy defines a hierarchy of centres across the Plan 

area and requires that the scale and type of development proposals are compatible with 

the position of the centre within the retail hierarchy. This policy is supported by policies 

SP EP2 and SP EP3 which identify the retail capacity for additional development in key 

town and district centres and identifies sites within or adjoining those centres to meet this 

identified need. Similarly, Policy DM EP9 ‘Enterprising - Cultural and Social Activities’ also 

adopts the hierarchy of centres identified in Policy SP EP1 in seeking to guide cultural and 

social development to centres where it would be of appropriate scale and function to 

support the centre. 


